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A lively and stimulating companion to standard classroom texts in human geography.    Selections

are influential in the development of the discipline or relevant to contemporary policy debates 

Includes a general introduction and helpful individual section introductions  Systematically organized

into eight sections: introductory readings; population and migration; environment, agriculture and

society; cultural geography and place; urban geography; economic geography; development

geography; and political geography  Features intelligent readings from esteemed geographers while

remaining accessible for those coming to the field for the first time
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"This is an entertaining, enlightening, challenging book. If you anticipate that it is just another

compendium of classics in geography, think again. This book is an engaging combination of

substance and opinion, proof of the vitality of geography and its relevance to current events. It is a

winning combination. This is a book not just to be read, but to be mined, for the nuggets are many

and surprises abound."  Harm de Blij, Michigan State University  "This reader is comprehensive and

thoughtfully organized, providing a central place for some of the most accessible and provocative

pieces on human geography today. By including the range of contemporary conceptual concerns

and highly accessible empirical material it invites student engagement in an array of exciting

disciplinary conversations." Sallie A. Marston, University of Arizona  Ã¢â‚¬Å“Pieces are well

contextualized and work effectively together Ã¢â‚¬Â¦.This title would be appropriate to all levels of



undergraduate study.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Times Higher Education Supplement

"This is an entertaining, enlightening, challenging book. If you anticipate that it is just another

compendium of classics in geography, think again. This book is an engaging combination of

substance and opinion, proof of the vitality of geography and its relevance to current events. It is a

winning combination. This is a book not just to be read, but to be mined, for the nuggets are many

and surprises abound." Ã¢â‚¬â€œHarm de Blij, Michigan State University  "This reader is

comprehensive and thoughtfully organized, providing a central place for some of the most

accessible and provocative pieces on human geography today. By including the range of

contemporary conceptual concerns and highly accessible empirical material it invites student

engagement in an array of exciting disciplinary conversations." Ã¢â‚¬â€œSallie A. Marston,

University of Arizona --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

This is critical for thorough understanding of AP Human Geography content. Know this and you are

well on your way to passing the AP exam with a "5". Well written, excellent format, easy to

understand. A "must have" as a supplement to any text used for the course.

installed nicely,Uploaded a large amount of additional immages, which were usefull.Does not

precicely follow windows style for moving the screen - does not have (that I could find) a "Hand" tool

to navigate the floor plan. Did not have enough extensions to allow me to add a 12" overhang on the

counter (it put a overhang on all sides, not one.Besides these quirks, it worked quite well, the

contractors bidding on the work have deducted $350 to $500 from the cost of the job because this

plan was adequate to build from.the 3d view helped us make key decisions on our design.

Book I needed for school that was rather expensive. Got it in great condition in a timely manner.
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